CUBA STUDIES PROGRAM in collaboration with
• THE CUBAN HERITAGE COLLECTION (CHC), UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
• THE CUBAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE (CRI), FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
• THE CUBA PROGRAM, ILAS, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

presents

US-CUBAN RELATIONS IN THE TIME OF COVID-19

FRIDAY, APRIL 10, 2020 @12pm

Ambassador JEFFREY DELAURENTIS, Chief of Mission, US Embassy in Havana, Cuba (2015-2017); Non-Resident Visiting Fellow, DRCLAS Cuba Studies Program

Moderated by ALEJANDRO DE LA FUENTE, Robert Woods Bliss Professor of Latin American History and Economics; Professor of African and African American Studies; Chair, Cuba Studies Program

Supported by the Ford Foundation

Contact Information: Jimena Codina, jimenacodina@fas.harvard.edu

ZOOM WEBINAR
Webinar ID: 690 691 008
Web Link: https://harvard.zoom.us/j/690691008
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